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Never let a computer know   

          you’re in a hurry.

Computers

       It never fails.  Let your  computer catch on that you’re late to

class with an overdue paper that counts 50% of your final grade

or, you’re frantically trying to make a critical deadline of some

sort, and your computer is sure to relish watching your reactions at

each snafu it throws at you.  Something that WAS working

suddenly QUITS working and you’re forced to take your too-short

time to scour “Help” through hundreds of entries that covers every

problem but yours.  An indecipherable “error” pops up sending

everything you’ve done into some unknown black hole in the

bowels of your computer. THEN, it wants you to send some sort of

message you can’t decipher to someone over the internet who

never seems to make anything even remotely better. It lets the

printer to gobble up your paper and holds on to it with a

vengeance.  And the absolute worse insult - the screen locks up

and refuses to give up the goodies FINALLY just as you were

about to hit the last key to print the final version of whatever you

needed YESTERDAY!

Here’s the hard part, the totally counter-intuitive part. You have to

SLOW DOWN to actually get things done faster. Under no

circumstances must your computer realize you’re in a state of

suffocating panic or you’re doomed!  This FACT has been proven

OVER and OVER and OVER.  Just ask anyone who has ever tried

to use this beast on a pressured deadline!  Or, simply check you

memories of utter frustration and urges to kill!
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       Ah, well. . .You might as well laugh as cry.  Here is some

humor scoured off the internet about computers:

Technically, Windows is an "operating system," which means that

it supplies your computer with the basic commands that it needs

to suddenly, with no warning whatsoever, stop operating.            
                                                      Dave Barry

Definition of an Upgrade:
Take old bugs out, put new ones in.

If at first you don't
succeed; call it version 1.0.

With computers, every morning
is the dawn of a new error.

Any program that runs right is obsolete.
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COMPUTERS

A computer once beat me at chess, but it was
no match for me at kick boxing.  Emo Phillips

Microsoft:

"You've got questions?

We've got dancing paperclips." 
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G R O A N E R S:

What is a computer's
first sign of old age?

Loss of memory

What is an astronaut's favorite key on a
computer keyboard?

The space bar

What does a baby computer
call his father? Data. 

What happened when the computer
fell on the floor? It slipped a disk.

Why was there a bug in the computer?
It was looking for a byte to eat

Ethernet (n): something
used to catch the etherbunny.
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COMPUTERS

Computers follow
your orders,

not your intentions.

A computer is almost
human. . . except that it
does not blame its
mistakes on another
computer.
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When you’re in a hurry, you have to

SLOW DOWN to get things done faster,

especially with a computer.   ~ MH
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A computer will do what you tell it to do,

but that may be much different

from what you had in mind.

Joseph Weizenbaum

As a computer,
 I find your faith

in technology
amusing. 


